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breast reconstruction with flap surgery is a major procedure and carries
with it the possibility of significant complications including changes
in breast sensation prolonged time in surgery and under anesthesia
extended recovery and healing time poor wound healing fluid collection
seroma infection bleeding a tissue flap procedure also known as
autologous tissue reconstruction or tissue based reconstruction is one
way to rebuild the shape of your breast after surgery to remove the
cancer as with any surgery you should learn as much as possible about
the benefits and risks and discuss them with your doctor before having
the surgery flap reconstruction also called autologous breast
reconstruction is one of the two main types of breast reconstruction
surgery the procedure uses skin fat and sometimes muscle from another
place on your body to form a breast shape the tissue or flap usually
comes from under the arms the back the belly the buttocks the thighs
both options implant surgery and flap surgery in which the surgeon uses
the patient s own tissue to reconstruct the breast can provide excellent
cosmetic results but it s important to make the decision in close
collaboration with your surgeon a diagnosis of breast cancer can be
terrifying enough what is flap reconstruction surgery the term flap
refers to tissue taken from one part of your body that s used to restore
another area other terms you may hear flap reconstruction surgery
autologous reconstruction tram flap reconstruction procedure there are
three types of tram flap procedures are any of them right for you
written by kristine conner reviewed by 1 medical adviser sections what
to expect with pedicle tram flap surgery what to expect with free tram
and free ms tram flap surgery learn more about latissimus dorsi flap
tdap flap and icap flap breast reconstruction procedures and what you
can expect with each one 3 min read after a mastectomy you may want to
have breast reconstruction surgery in some cases you can use your own
tissue instead of implants to rebuild your breast that s called flap
things to consider who should get diep flap surgery diep flap is best
for people who have excess abdominal tissue that can be used to make an
adequate size breast do not want a foreign body in them an implant want
to avoid lifelong imaging for implant surveillance are willing to accept
a longer initial recovery diep flap surgery is a type of breast
reconstruction people may choose to have this procedure after breast
cancer surgery such as a mastectomy or lumpectomy a surgeon removes a
flap of skin fat and blood vessels from your lower belly during this
procedure and transfers the flap to your chest breast reconstruction is
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a surgical procedure to rebuild the breast after a mastectomy there are
two types implant reconstruction and autologous reconstruction you may
also hear autologous reconstruction referred to as free tissue transfer
or free flap tissue flap breast reconstruction is a procedure in which
the patient s own tissue is used to recreate the breasts after a
mastectomy the procedure is performed by plastic surgeons and relies on
microsurgery techniques many patients have heard of a diep flap flap
reconstruction is a type of breast reconstruction that uses your own
tissue from somewhere else on your body it is more complex than
reconstruction using implants it involves moving a flap of skin fat and
sometimes muscle from another part of your body to your chest wall this
creates a breast shape one common flap procedure is known as tram or
traverse rectus abdominal muscle flap reconstruction to complete this
operation surgeons use tissue from your lower abdomen to create a new
breast how is this tram flap reconstruction done in the tram procedure
the skin fat and muscle of the lower abdomen are used to recreate the
breast free flap breast reconstruction uses your body s skin fat and
blood vessels to recreate your breasts this complex microsurgery
procedure is also called autologous tissue reconstruction flap
reconstruction is a surgical procedure plastic surgeons sometimes uses
to close wounds of various sizes during flap reconstruction your plastic
surgeon will take healthy live tissue from one place on your body donor
site and move it to another place recipient site flap reconstruction
surgery autologous reconstruction stacked diep flap and other stacked
flap reconstruction procedures stacked flap reconstruction may be right
for you if you don t have enough tissue for standard flap reconstruction
surgery written by kristine conner reviewed by 1 medical adviser
sections patient community education my recovery roadmap before and
after latissimus flap breast reconstruction surgery this information
will help you know what to do as you get ready for and recover from your
latissimus flap reconstruction surgery to view this resource click view
and print as pdf overview causes chemotherapy diet early stage invasive
breast cancer medications metastatic breast cancer stages medically
reviewed considering your options for breast reconstruction this type of
reconstructive plastic surgery is commonly used to repair defects left
behind after traumatic injury or following surgical removal of cancer
these can include flap surgery for breast reconstruction following
mastectomy repair following surgery for head and neck cancers filling in
tissue following a complex skin cancer surgery



breast reconstruction with flap surgery mayo
clinic Apr 20 2024
breast reconstruction with flap surgery is a major procedure and carries
with it the possibility of significant complications including changes
in breast sensation prolonged time in surgery and under anesthesia
extended recovery and healing time poor wound healing fluid collection
seroma infection bleeding

flap procedures breast reconstruction using your
own tissue Mar 19 2024
a tissue flap procedure also known as autologous tissue reconstruction
or tissue based reconstruction is one way to rebuild the shape of your
breast after surgery to remove the cancer as with any surgery you should
learn as much as possible about the benefits and risks and discuss them
with your doctor before having the surgery

flap reconstruction surgery autologous
reconstruction Feb 18 2024
flap reconstruction also called autologous breast reconstruction is one
of the two main types of breast reconstruction surgery the procedure
uses skin fat and sometimes muscle from another place on your body to
form a breast shape the tissue or flap usually comes from under the arms
the back the belly the buttocks the thighs

implant vs flap breast reconstruction surgery
how to decide Jan 17 2024
both options implant surgery and flap surgery in which the surgeon uses
the patient s own tissue to reconstruct the breast can provide excellent
cosmetic results but it s important to make the decision in close
collaboration with your surgeon a diagnosis of breast cancer can be
terrifying enough

flap reconstruction options for early stage



breast cancer webmd Dec 16 2023
what is flap reconstruction surgery the term flap refers to tissue taken
from one part of your body that s used to restore another area other
terms you may hear

tram flap surgery breast reconstruction
breastcancer org Nov 15 2023
flap reconstruction surgery autologous reconstruction tram flap
reconstruction procedure there are three types of tram flap procedures
are any of them right for you written by kristine conner reviewed by 1
medical adviser sections what to expect with pedicle tram flap surgery
what to expect with free tram and free ms tram flap surgery

latissimus dorsi flap tdap flap icap flap
reconstruction Oct 14 2023
learn more about latissimus dorsi flap tdap flap and icap flap breast
reconstruction procedures and what you can expect with each one

diep flap reconstruction surgery what to expect
webmd Sep 13 2023
3 min read after a mastectomy you may want to have breast reconstruction
surgery in some cases you can use your own tissue instead of implants to
rebuild your breast that s called flap

diep flap breast reconstruction surgery memorial
sloan Aug 12 2023
things to consider who should get diep flap surgery diep flap is best
for people who have excess abdominal tissue that can be used to make an
adequate size breast do not want a foreign body in them an implant want
to avoid lifelong imaging for implant surveillance are willing to accept
a longer initial recovery

diep flap surgery breast reconstruction recovery



results Jul 11 2023
diep flap surgery is a type of breast reconstruction people may choose
to have this procedure after breast cancer surgery such as a mastectomy
or lumpectomy a surgeon removes a flap of skin fat and blood vessels
from your lower belly during this procedure and transfers the flap to
your chest

types of autologous free flap breast
reconstruction Jun 10 2023
breast reconstruction is a surgical procedure to rebuild the breast
after a mastectomy there are two types implant reconstruction and
autologous reconstruction you may also hear autologous reconstruction
referred to as free tissue transfer or free flap

breast reconstruction options what to know about
diep flaps May 09 2023
tissue flap breast reconstruction is a procedure in which the patient s
own tissue is used to recreate the breasts after a mastectomy the
procedure is performed by plastic surgeons and relies on microsurgery
techniques many patients have heard of a diep flap

flap surgery breast reconstruction using your
own tissue Apr 08 2023
flap reconstruction is a type of breast reconstruction that uses your
own tissue from somewhere else on your body it is more complex than
reconstruction using implants it involves moving a flap of skin fat and
sometimes muscle from another part of your body to your chest wall this
creates a breast shape

tram flap reconstruction university of michigan
health Mar 07 2023
one common flap procedure is known as tram or traverse rectus abdominal
muscle flap reconstruction to complete this operation surgeons use
tissue from your lower abdomen to create a new breast how is this tram
flap reconstruction done in the tram procedure the skin fat and muscle



of the lower abdomen are used to recreate the breast

free flap surgery for breast reconstruction penn
medicine Feb 06 2023
free flap breast reconstruction uses your body s skin fat and blood
vessels to recreate your breasts this complex microsurgery procedure is
also called autologous tissue reconstruction

flap reconstruction university of utah health
Jan 05 2023
flap reconstruction is a surgical procedure plastic surgeons sometimes
uses to close wounds of various sizes during flap reconstruction your
plastic surgeon will take healthy live tissue from one place on your
body donor site and move it to another place recipient site

stacked flap reconstruction diep gap pap and
hybrid Dec 04 2022
flap reconstruction surgery autologous reconstruction stacked diep flap
and other stacked flap reconstruction procedures stacked flap
reconstruction may be right for you if you don t have enough tissue for
standard flap reconstruction surgery written by kristine conner reviewed
by 1 medical adviser sections

my recovery roadmap before and after latissimus
flap breast Nov 03 2022
patient community education my recovery roadmap before and after
latissimus flap breast reconstruction surgery this information will help
you know what to do as you get ready for and recover from your
latissimus flap reconstruction surgery to view this resource click view
and print as pdf

diep flap surgery breast reconstruction
procedure and recovery Oct 02 2022
overview causes chemotherapy diet early stage invasive breast cancer
medications metastatic breast cancer stages medically reviewed



considering your options for breast reconstruction

flap techniques used in reconstructive plastic
surgery Sep 01 2022
this type of reconstructive plastic surgery is commonly used to repair
defects left behind after traumatic injury or following surgical removal
of cancer these can include flap surgery for breast reconstruction
following mastectomy repair following surgery for head and neck cancers
filling in tissue following a complex skin cancer surgery
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